
Top Construction Softwares to Help Grow your Company

The construction business is not all hardware, and it is not all forklifts, cranes, trucks,

and steel bars. The present business stage in the industry demands management tasks

to be part of the routines that need perfect execution. Areas such as risk management,

success strategies planning, accounting, and overall project management do keep the

administration on their toes. Additionally, creating those final reports, staying updated

with business trends, labor scheduling, and cost estimating happens as well. However,

although you see the workers carry their shovels and soldering irons together with

truckloads of sand and gravel, the management team is also making sure that the

logistics are smooth.

These managerial tasks can be possible and thriving through the latest software. While

upgrades in construction hardware make quality building in the least amount of possible

time, high-end software will ensure effective management in the entire process. Thus,

the construction business is not all hardware but also software. From the design and

planning phase to onsite management, computer programs continue to prove their

indispensable utility in keeping the industry in full-steam. And if you are starting a

construction business, the importance of technology as part of your company’s assets is

undeniable.

Top 10 Must-have Construction Software

With many applications and programs, a select few are in this top ten’s list for those who

want to ramp up the software in their construction business. (Do take note that this is a

top ten list and the items are not ranked against each other.)

FINALCAD

Making plans without the need for papers is the primary feat of this software.

Moreover, your mobile phone can store the data. Snap some photos, and the files are

easy to share as this software allows you to create a mobile office. Connecting with

people has ever been so easy and convenient; more so, sharing information is

fast-paced. No more papers and no more four walls, and carry all along with you. Plus,

your staff is just a click away.
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CoConstruct

CoConstruct’s three Co’s will surely grab the curious eyes looking for the prize.

Coordinate, communicate, and control are all that a construction business needs in all

their transactions. Getting in touch with other clients and support units is easy, which

includes file sharing and continuous project tracking. Moreover, you can use your

commercial construction’s logo design for trademark purposes. The app even works as a

bidding website through the contacts you have. Again, this software assures that

collaboration remains at the heart of the construction business.

Esticom

Grabbing construction projects is a concern as getting one is already equal to significant

revenues. The software promises the end of spreadsheet hassles and a fast-paced

interface to win more projects. Plus, mobile access to critical information is secure as

data gets to the cloud. Through the confusion, all concerned parties can see it for easy

communication purposes within the fastest time possible. Eliminate the slowness and

intricate process by taking the time to go through the software’s capacity.

Procore

Project management is a tough task without the extended arm of Procore. With a

user-friendly interface, financial aspects and management concerns are easy to handle.

You can have a clear view of your entire project at a glance so that you can execute the

necessary actions. Plus, tracking schedules and staying on budget is more

straightforward with its features. And not to mention, the connectivity you have with

others for a faster information relay. Once you have Procore, rest assured that you are

around the best people for your business’ growth.

PlanSwift

Just like your Swiss Army Knife, there is nothing more useful than having all in one. The

same with Planswift, as all BIM-related actions, can happen within one platform. End

the hassle of opening a lot of windows in doing your business by just opening one. The

program as well will help you in achieving an almost error-free and quick-paced cost

estimations. Moreover, imagine your building plans immediately have a take-off once it

is ready because the program allows it, and many can quickly collaborate with your

proposals and projects.

Oracle Primavera
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Primavera offers various services fit for the construction business through its different

products. From portfolio management to analytics, the program covers your industry’s

needs with a little bit of mastery of their interface. Planning and control are convenient,

and urgent matters can receive immediate attention. Thus, spare your company the

hassle of time-consuming work and let the program do its thing to keep you stay on the

market.

InEight Estimate

Budget estimation and project feasibility will be at your fingertips with InEight

Estimate. You can go through their user tutorial so that you can utilize the program to

your advantage. Moreover, the software promises a holistic process in dealing with

biddings and estimates, regardless of the project’s scope. Plus, as much as possible,

accuracy is the primary goal, as getting the numbers right can kick start your project

execution.

Electrical Bid Manager

An easy-to-use interface is helpful when doing construction bidding. Accuracy, speed,

and reliability are necessary for getting the details right for your project. Avoid the

hassle of the manual process and rest your estimates with the Electrical Bid Manager.

Moreover, the program has modules fit for your construction takeoff needs. And since it

is digital, no more piling your desks with tons of sheets suitable for an eyesore.

UDA ConstructionOnline

Online construction platforms are useful when the business has a lot to address. Sales

management, finance, project tracking, scheduling, planning, and collaborative space

are given in this program. It can even cater to different industries within the business,

from General Contractors and Subcontractors to architectural and engineering firms.

The diverse functions make the platform an all-in-one package wherein you need not go

anywhere else but UDA ConstructionOnline to get all the tasks done under one sweep.

Raken

Field reports come and go, but you need them quick and accurate so that you can

execute critical decisions. Saving your precious time is the program’s goal as it lessens

your burden in the report making process, allowing you to have more time to spend your

efforts elsewhere, especially for project completion. Plus, who else does not want to have

detailed project analytics on their mobile?
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No Other Way But Up

Technology has become the next major player in the business, as every corporation

needs to have the latest tech to gain more profit. The business world is in a tech’s race;

corporations spend a considerable amount of resources and efforts to acquire cutting

edge tools to reach targets. Tech giants like Apple and Microsoft provide office tools that

every business is using to make work easy, but at the same time, efficient. However, as

computer know-how became accessible to many aspiring developers, many tech geeks

create specialized applications fit for client’s demands. Thus, if you are into the

construction business, your software has no other way but up. Upgrades are necessary

to patch in new tasks that can enhance overall performance. While the rest is going up,

staying afloat means not going down, especially your tech.

Therefore, your designs, plans, estimations, schedules, and notes must go up to the

cloud for the significant others to reach them. Your productivity ratings, too, have to go

up, and with the software’s aid, achieving the goals is certain. Upscales in performance

stats are also through upgrades in your tech’s capabilities.

Why Use the Latest Construction Software?

Enough with the old ways when every business competitor is already upgrading their

gear. Do take note that the business world is harshly competitive, and getting left behind

means losing the race. Without the much-needed upgrades, you will lose your clients

over to those who can serve better. Since your customers are looking for quality outputs

within a reasonable time, without technology, a single project can take almost a lifetime

to make, and ain’t nobody got time for that. So why invest in acquiring the latest

construction software? Here are five reasons to get you giddy to have at least one.

Efficiency

Improvements in technology always point to achieving efficiency. You have tech

conferences speaking about better, faster, safer, and more, especially coming from the

well-dressed ambassador. You have an awed audience wanting to use the new machine

for their personal use. And you have the business owners ready to shell out resources to

acquire leverage in a highly competitive market. So nothing beats a faster and

quality-assured tech with the least expense for your construction business. Think of your

computer programs that do not cause or experience downtime and, at the same time,

meet your expectations. Enough with the delays, and let efficiency pump more steam to

your company.

Collaborative Efforts



Nothing says the internet without interconnectivity. The latest programs are not just

tools for doing the bidding, analysis, and cost estimations, but are also communications

platforms for collaborative efforts. Amidst intense market competition, there is nothing

like teaming up with others to stay afloat together when the going gets tough. File

transfer applications paired with a venue to chat or talk to others directly makes

handling projects a lot easier. You can skip arranging a meeting somewhere and just

open your mobile devices or your laptops with a stable internet connection, and you are

good to go.

Productivity

Meeting client demands means you provide them with what they expect you to do.

Keeping the production line on the go means you implement the necessary tools to

hasten the pace. It is much faster to produce designs if your team is already tech-savvy

other than long extended waiting for those using pencil and paper. You have to keep up

with productivity, as lagging will be an added expense; plus, you have dissatisfied

clients. With the advanced software, ready-made templates, program presets, and a

friendly user interface are a given, and all efforts are devoted to other critical tasks.

There is nothing like getting a head start with everything that you do because the

computer programs already got your back.

Easy Monitoring

Tracking software paired with the appropriate hardware is better than doing long, and

extensive floor walks. Managing crew attendance, checking the supply status, and

tracking crucial schedules has never been more comfortable with the help of

computer-driven programs. Your monitoring programs are the extension of your eyes

and ears so that you can check if the progress is meeting productivity and efficiency

demands. Imagine your drones monitoring building progress, and with the fitting and

trustworthy program, monitoring has never been like a walk in a park.

Easy Transmittals

There is no need to hand essential documents to other people by the mailbox personally.

With the internet and advanced software, sending management plans, design sketches,

datasheets, and others is easy. Not to mention, when you employ top-performing gear,

transmittals will be even faster. So say goodbye to many tiresome walks towards another

person’s table and click the button, and everything will be at their desktop. Delays in

crucial instructions, updates, and other reports will cause an overall delay in the

process. And you do not want clients to flare up in disgust.

Information Accessibility



When everything is digital, information becomes more fluid. And when it is fluid, access

to it is a piece of cake. Other than being easy to pass around to other co-workers, instant

and quick access mean everything when you are beating the clock. With the click of the

button, you can view the logs, registry, sheets, and other documents. Your construction

business must need healthy access to data as having smooth operations are on the line

when misinformation and delayed reports are a staple.

Software is another package to the growth of a business, and any company cannot find

insurmountable success without it. As the world is gearing towards many construction

activities either through public infrastructure development or catering to private

interests, making either states or wealthy groups line up for your services is an excellent

business reputation. And part of that reputation is through the help of your

computer-driven aid. There is nothing like beating the clock, executing expert

management, delivering quality outputs with your software. So stay afloat in the

business amidst the stiff competition by having aces up your sleeve.


